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‣ Modern cosmological paradigm


‣ Cosmic surveys and data collection


‣ The need for more speed 



Modern cosmological paradigm

Imaging billions of years of 
cosmic history �3

How we got here



Path to the Modern Cosmological Paradigm
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The big question 
Does dark energy evolve in time?

• Equation of state: 

• w ≡ P/ρ = Pressure/Density

• w = -1 for Cosmological constant 

• What if dark energy changes in time?

• Parametrize via taylor expansion: 

w(a) = w0 + (1 - a)wa
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Alam+2016
w0 = -0.91 ± 0.10         (~11%)

wa = -0.39 ± 0.34         (~87%)



Cosmic surveys and data collection

Imaging billions of years of 
cosmic history �7

Telescopes and the data they collect



Dark Energy Survey
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Galaxy clusters (distance, structure growth)!
ten of thousands of clusters up to z~1!
synergies with SPT, VHS

Weak lensing (distance, structure growth)!
shape and measurements of 200 
millions galaxies

Large Scale Structure (distance)!
standard ruler!
300 millions galaxies to z=1 and beyond

Type Ia supernovae (distance)!
standard candles!
3500 SNIa to z~1

Dark Energy equation of state w≡p/ρ!
w(a) = w0+(1-a)wa

XII International Conference on Topics in Astroparticle and Underground Physics, 2011 – TAUP 2011
Journal of Physics: Conference Series (Preprint)

can produce the best results. Such combinations have been explored to some extent (e.g.,
SNe+CMB+LSS [3]) but DES is the first experiment to combine all four probes from the same
data set, being able to achieve percent-level uncertainty on w0 and, in addition, measure wa. By
combining the four probes we can measure w0 at 5% and wa at 30% uncertainty level, as shown
in Fig. 1, improving the constraints on the dark energy equation-of-state w(a) by a factor of 3-5
with respect to current experiments. 4

FIG. 2: LEFT: Forecasted 1� constraints on dark energy parameters from the DES probes, including only statistical errors
and assuming �CDM as the true model. From the largest to the smallest ellipse, the probes considered are baryon acoustic
oscillations (black), supernovae (green), cluster counts (magenta), and weak lensing (blue). Each constraint is combined with
a prior expected from Planck CMB measurements; additionally, the supernovae constraint includes an 8% prior on H0.

RIGHT: Same as LEFT but now the true model is assumed to be our toy modified gravity model with � = 0.68.
Shown are the forecasted constraints when we incorrectly attempt to fit a GR+dark energy model to the data. The center of
the weak lensing ellipse has moved to (w0, wa)=(-1.1, 0.47) while the cluster counts ellipse has moved to (-1.19, 0.90). The
probes are seemingly consistent, but we discuss the problems with this interpretation in Section IIIB.

Our first task then is to determine the expected values of the measurements for the four probes in the assumed modi-
fied gravity model and compare those to the predictions in standard GR+Dark energy. We consider a set of 8 standard
cosmological parameters with fiducial values {w0, wa, ⌦DE, ⌦k, h, ⌦b, ns, �8} = {�1, 0, 0.73, 0, 0.72, 0.046, 1, 0.8} where
⌦k is the curvature density, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km/s/Mpc, ⌦b is the baryon density, ns is the
slope of the primordial spectrum, and �8 normalizes the matter power spectrum at z = 0. For each probe, we then
compute the constraints including projected priors from the Planck satellite [see e.g. 16]. We include only statistical
errors in the projections for each experiment, therefore our parameter constraints will be optimistic but su�cient for
our goal, which is to compare methods of testing GR.

For two probes, supernovae and BAO, the answer is simple: these probes are sensitive only to background geometry
which is assumed identical in our MG and GR models, so the predictions for the distance moduli (from supernovae)
and correlation function peak (due to BAO) are identical to standard GR and �P = 0. The projected contours
therefore are centered on the point in parameter space corresponding to the fiducial values. The only work that needs
to be done is to determine the Fisher matrix which delineates the allowed region. This has been done before; here we
simply reproduce these results, shown projected onto the (w0, wa) plane in Figure 2. The CMB is mostly insensitive to
our choice of MG since � only determines structure growth in the late Universe. The CMB power spectrum is in fact
a↵ected by gravity modifications via the late Integrated Sachs-Wolfe e↵ect [17, 18] and gravitational lensing, but we
ignore these e↵ects, which should only reduce our sensitivity to MG. Our Planck prior is therefore unchanged between
the GR and MG cases. Only the weak lensing and cluster predictions are significantly changed when comparing GR
to our toy MG model. Details on these calculations and Fisher matrix calculations for all probes are provided in the
appendix.

DES expected measurements
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wa

BAO
SNe
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Figure 1. Forecast for 1� constraints on
dark energy parameters from the DES probes,
including only statistical errors and assuming
w0 = �1, wa = 0 as the true model [23,
24]. Each individual constraint uses Planck
priors. The supernovae constraint includes
an 8% prior on H0. The constraints from
the combination of the four probes (solid red
region) correspond to uncertainties in w0 and
wa of 5% and 30% respectively.

Our data set also allows us to distinguish between GR and certain modified gravity theories,
by measuring the parameter �. This can be achieved using a multi-dimensional consistency
test of the four dark energy probes [24]. An inconsistency would result in contours slightly
miscentered with respect to each other. Such analysis, performed on DES data, can distinguish
between � = 0.55 (GR case) and � = 0.68 (approximately the value for the Dvali-Gabadadze-
Porrati (DGP) braneworld model [25]) at a 99.1% level [24].

4. Conclusions
DES is a photometric survey designed to shed light on the dark energy problem through four
complementary methods (LSS, SNe, Clusters and Weak Lensing). Commissioning of the DES
imaging instrument, DECam, is imminent. The survey is scheduled to start in the second
semester of 2012, take data over 5 years and make available to the astronomical community a
data set of unprecedented depth for its area (5000 deg2 up to redshift ' 1.5). This rich data
set has the potential for a variety of studies, from galaxy evolution to cosmology. The prospects
for dark energy science are highlighted in this paper with focus on the key analyses of the four
cosmological probes to improve current measurements of the equation-of-state parameter w(a)
by a factor of 3-5. DES also has the potential to distinguish between GR and modified gravity
theories by measuring, for instance, deviations of the parameter � from the GR value � = 0.55
at high significance level.
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Dark Energy Survey: 
Multiple Probes, One Experiment

• Weak Lensing: (structure) 
• 108 galaxy shapes 

• Galaxy Clusters: (structure) 
• 104 galaxy clusters 

• Supernovae: (expansion) 
• 103 supernovae 

• Galaxy distribution: (expansion) 
• 108 galaxies 
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w(a) = w0 + (1 - a)wa

Evolving DE equation of state:

Predicted DES Constraints: 
w0  to ~5%

wa  to ~30%



Dark Energy Survey
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Dark Energy Camera





• Properties that we measure
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Early DES Data

0.0001% of all the DES data  
(1000’s of objects)

• 500 Million galaxies
• 1000’s of Supernovae
• >1 TB of data per night



Survey Footprint
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• Total Area ~ 5000 sq deg (1/8 of sky)
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Survey Footprint: moarrr wavelengths!



Large Optical Surveys: Past, Current and Future

DES 
2013-18 
4-meter 

O(108) Galaxies 
5k sq. deg. 
1 Tb/Night

LSST 
2022-32 

8.4 -meter 
O(1010) Galaxies 

20k sq. deg. 
20 Tb/Night

SDSS I-II 
2000-08 

2.5-meter mirror 
O(108) Galaxies 

10k sq. deg. 
0.2 TB/Night
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Data Sets: Sizes in Context
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17-Jan-2019 Liz Sexton-Kennedy | Fermilab PAC Meeting�6

A Data Centric Vision for International HEP

• Yearly raw data collection rates in the next decade

Google	
searches
98	PB

LHC	Science	
data

~200	PB
SKA	Phase	1	–

2023
~300	PB/year	
science	data

HL-LHC	– 2026
~600	PB	Raw	data

HL-LHC	– 2026
~1	EB	Physics	data

SKA	Phase	2	– mid-2020’s
~1	EB	science	data

LHC	– 2016
50	PB	raw	data

Facebook	
uploads
180	PB

Google
Internet	archive
~15	EB

Yearly	data	volumes

DUNE
2026

LSST
2021

LSST



The need for more speed

Imaging billions of years of 
cosmic history �17

To leverage all the data at the cosmic frontier



Exploding stars and other transients
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Supernovae
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Crab Nebula: remnant of SN

• The end-state of massive stars: occur  ~1 / galaxy / hundred years 
• Standardizable candles: can provide very accurate cosmic expansion rates!

• Key to the discovery of dark energy in 1999



Basics of Gravitational Lensing 
Thin lens approximation
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�21 • GravLens HD by Eli Rykoff



Milestones

• 1979: Quasar 
Twin Quasar SBS 
0957+561 

• 1986: arcs 
Cluster Abell 370  

• 1998: Einstein 
Ring  
Galaxy JVAS 
B1938+666  

• 2014: Supernova  
Cluster MACS 
J1149.6+2223  

• Walsh, Carswell, 
Weyman 1979 

• Lynds & Petrosian 
1986; 
Soucail+1987 

• King+1998 • Kelly+2014



Time delays
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• Time delays between different light paths is proportional to the H0  (Refsdal, 1964)

• Complementarity with CMB and SNe  improves dark energy constraints by over 50%

wa

w0

• Cepheids & supernovae:  
73.24 ± 1.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 
(Riess+2016) 

• H0 with 3 time-delay QSO lenses:  
71.9 (+2.4 -3.0) km s−1 Mpc−1  

(Bonvin+2017 and H0liCOW consortium)

Linder+2016



Too many to count and classify
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Galaxy Quasar Supernovae

Today  
(all) 1000 <50 2

DES 2,000 120 5

LSST 120,000 8,000 120

Euclid 170,000 - -

Nord+2016; Collett+2015; Gavazzi+2008; Oguri+Marshall, 2010

Lens type

Su
rv

ey LSST will 
produce over 10 
million transient 
alerts per night.



Other transients: Gravitational Wave EM counterparts
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• After LIGO detects GW emitters, telescopes slew to search for visible counterparts.

• Data reduction and object search is one of the primary bottlenecks.



Applications of Fast ML to  Astrophysics
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Data reduction

Observing

Simulations

(1D, 2D, catalog)

(≤ 6D, catalog)

(2D, catalog)



Data Reduction: From Night Sky to Catalog

• Noise/Artifact Removal

• examples: cosmic rays, photon count noise


• Object identification

• 0.1 seconds per object 


• Object modeling 

• 60 seconds per object
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CNNs for artifacts 
ResUNets for noise

Region-based CNNs  
on large images

CNNs for regression 
on cut-outs

Noise 
Removal

Object 
Identification Object 

Modeling CatalogRaw Data

LSST will produce over 
10 billion galaxies and  

10 billion stars, but 
there’s only enough time 
for one data processing 

per year



• e.g., Fast Region-based CNNs for classification and measurement.
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Early DES Data



DeepCMB: de-lensing the CMB with ResUNets
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Observed (Q, U) Reconstructred (E, k)

Caldeira, Wu +2018 
Arxiv: 1810.01483
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Cosmic Simulations: Gravity Only!

140 Million 
lt-yr

�30 Courtesy Andrey Kravtsov
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Cosmic Simulations: + Hydrodynamics!
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Illustris Simulation, ca 2018

35 Million 
lt-yr

Dark Matter Gas Temperature

Computational cost 
• 8,192 compute cores  
• 25 TB peak memory 
• 19 million CPU hours

Future? 
• Full universe needed to analyze 

at cosmic scales 
• Size >103 times larger in volume
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Self-Driving Telescopes: Future
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Short-/long-term Scheduling 
Competing target requirements 
and metrics/rewards

Control: 
Optimizing focus and alignment 



Deep Skies
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